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i set my light on the altar of san malo
-Brenda Marie Osbey, “In the Business of Pursuit: San Malo’s Prayer”

Francis X. Pavy’s “Mud Snake with Blessing.” Augmented photographic lithophane in carved acrylic. Image courtesy of Arthur Roger Gallery.
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Above: Francis X. Pavy’s “Blessing with Flame.” Augmented photographic lithophane 
in carved acrylic. Opposite Page: Francis X. Pavy’s “Bonds.” Augmented photographic 
lithophane in carved acrylic. Images courtesy of Arthur Roger Gallery.
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Oh Saint Malo, wiri wawiri-oh!
Oh Saint Malo, wiri wawiri-oh!

Saint Malo, you hide in the woods. 
Soldiers, they hunt you.
Saint Malo, you are getting worse 
but you’ve been very tough. 

Oh Saint Malo, wiri wawiri-oh!  [x 4]

Saint Malo, you are a son of a bitch
but you made good magic. 
The others are stunned, and for the whites, 
you are a big price.

Oh Saint Malo, wiri wawiri-oh!  [x 4]

Saint Malo creates a big maroon village 
to free the slaves over there.
And they went there
to save themselves

Oh Saint Malo, wiri wawiri-oh!  [x 4]

Saint Malo, you hide there. 
Soldiers, they hunt you.
Saint Malo, you getting worse,
the biggest spirit. 

Oh Saint Malo, wiri wawiri-oh!  [x 4]

Lyrics, Composition, and Arrangement by Bruce Sunpie Barnes

Bruce Sunpie Barnes (Lead  Vocals and Accordion),  
Leroy Joseph Etienne (Drums and Background Vocals), Matthew Hampsey (Guitar),  

Michael Harris (Bass and Background Vocals), Erica Falls (Background Vocals)

O San Malo, wiri wawiri-oh!
O San Malo, wiri wawiri-oh!

San Malo, to kache dan bwa. 
Soldat, ye chase twa. 
San Malo, to vini pli mal, 
me twa te byen plu sal.

O San Malo, wiri wawiri-oh!  [x 4]

San Malo, to e salopri, 
me te fe de bon majik. 
Lez-òt bazourdi, e pour les blon, 
to e plu gran pri. 

O San Malo, wiri wawiri-oh!  [x 4]

San Malo fe gran maronaj 
pour libere les èsklav la ba.
E ye byen pase la 
pour sove se la vi. 

O San Malo, wiri wawiri-oh!  [x 4]

San Malo to kache la. 
Soldat, ye chase twa. 
San Malo, to vini plu mal,  
Plu gran zonbi. 

O San Malo, wiri wawiri-oh!  [x 4]
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Double Fork 

We open this book with a song dedicated to Juan San Malo’s 
gran kouraj (great courage). His story has been told in Louisiana 
for centuries, and through its many tellings, we are able to 
learn about the language he most likely spoke: Louisiana 
Creole. During San Malo’s time in the mid-1700s, the word 
Creole was used in Louisiana, as well as other parts of the 
Caribbean and Latin America, to identify people who traced 
their roots back to the other side of the Atlantic Ocean—
Portugal, Spain, France, and parts of Africa—but were born 
in the Americas on land that belonged to indigenous people. 
Under these circumstances, cosmopolitan colonies developed 
as people lived and interacted with each other through the 
violence of forced labor and sex, business and love affairs, 
travel, and spirituality. 

In the song “San Malo,” a blend of Vodou rhythms connects 
the story of one of Louisiana’s most famous maroons to music 
found throughout the African diaspora. The syncopation 
creates counterpoint rhythms to entertain the spirits. The 
melody calls, the bass responds. A space in between is created, 
but it is not empty. By not cluttering it with lyrics or notes, 
there is room for the spirits to enter (Cartwright 2005). 
Clarence “Jockey” Etienne, who was one of the most versatile 
drummers in Louisiana, explains what happens when you hear 
one of these doors open:  

It’s a feeling. To get it, you got to go through it. If I can’t 
show you by talking, I’m going to try to show you by 

singing. But that mostly came out of church. I would call 
it a deep feeling blues. You try to express yourself. You 
ain’t hear me, now let me see if you can feel me. 

The bent notes in the blues convey raw, emotional complexity. 
Similarly, in African-influenced languages like Creole: 

The direct statement is considered crude and unimag-
inative, the veiling of all contents in ever-changing 
paraphrase is considered the criterion of intelligence 
and personality. [Sidrak 1971: 6]

In Creole, a proverb may be offered as a response to a situa-
tion more than a direct reply. In the 1800s, for instance, if 
a person’s passions had carried them into trouble, someone 
might have responded, “Macaque dan calebasse,” (Monkey in the 
calabash), which is a reference to a fable of a monkey who 
puts his hand into a gourd to take a treat but cannot get it 
out (Hearn 1885: 23). Context is also important because 
words in French may take on other meanings in Creole. 
Nick Spitzer cites one example from his years of research in 
Creole-speaking communities in Louisiana:  

Monde Créole is used by community members to 
inclusively mean the “people of color,” black Creoles 
or African-French Creoles, and more broadly their 
social and cultural aesthetics and networks. The word 
“monde” (“world” in standard French) translates locally 
as “people.” [Spitzer 2003: 58]

Francis X. Pavy’s “Morning Mist at Colony Maron.” Augmented photographic 
lithophane in carved acrylic. Image courtesy of Arthur Roger Gallery. 
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In a well-known Creole song, “’Ti Monde,” (1974) Alphonse 
“Bois Sec” Ardoin sings: “Oh ti monde, mo kone to dan le blues, 
bébé.” (Oh, little one, I know you got the blues, baby.) 

Songwriter and drummer Leroy Etienne gives another 
example in the use of neg (black). Depending on how it is 
being used, it can have the racist sting of the “n” word or be 
used, amongst Creole speaking people, as another word for 
person, or even a term of affection:

I think about the word neg. In Creole, you can say it as 
a love word, and you can say it as an aggressive word, 
too. It’s all in how you express it. When my daddy was 
speaking to my mother in the house, he would ask her 
when she is going to the store: “Oh, Neg, to mène kèkchoz 
pour twa?” (Oh, Honey, you bringing something for 
yourself?) He’d say Neg as a love word. But when he’s 
talking about somebody back there who’s crossing the 
property, it’s not going to be the same thing. Double fork. 

While a great deal of the structure of the language is based in 
French, Creole holds onto intonations and rhythms of West 
African languages as well. Leroy explains: 

Growing up between two languages, some times I 
thought some words were more powerful in Creole—
more meaningful—because we always used it when 
there was something important to say in the family; 
it was private. When I walked in the door, my mother 

would say, “Ga sa ki la! Mo ti boug vayan, rantrè, rantrè!” 
(Look who’s there! My fine little boy, come in, come 
in!) The way she said it made you feel like a king. She 
make me feel good. If I got hurt, my family always 
approached me in Creole: “Kwa ya! To fe ton mal?” (What 
happened? Did you hurt yourself?) You could feel the 
person cares for you in the way it was expressed. 

In Louisiana Creole, people still use words that are based off 
of 18th-century French, like Leroy’s mother’s use of boug for 
boy instead of garçon. They also use astèr, instead of the more 
contemporary French use of maintenant, for “now.”  

Writing out these differences may take us back to places in 
our lives we may not have remembered in a long time—early 
elementary school classrooms with small desks and green 
chalkboards, or xeroxed foreign language worksheets and 
flashcards we memorized for tests. Think back to the way 
teachers taught you how to read and spell in English, or 
conversations you may have had with people who were trying 
to master English as a second language. How many times did 
an exasperated teacher end up saying, “Just memorize it!” 

Why? Because the spelling of English is not consistent. The 
language, as we are writing it now, comes from its own process 
of creolization during the French occupation of England in 
the Middle Ages. The Middle English of Chaucer in the late 
1300s was one of the first times that the hybrid language of 
a large French/Latin vocabulary overlaying an Old English/

Portraits of Odelia and Lawrence Etienne, who taught their children, including Clarence and 
Leroy, Louisiana Creole as their first language. Photographs courtesy of the Etienne family. 
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Germanic grammar structure was written down. Nothing was 
standardized, and the way people communicated was in flux 
(see McCreum, Cran and MacNeil 1986; McWhorter 2009). 
Now we have rules, but the only rule in life that really plays out 
is change. With language, linguists could use another Louisiana 
Creole proverb: Dolo toujou kouri lariviye (adopted from Hearn 
1885: 19). Water always runs to the river. “Th” sounds turn to 
“d”s, contractions and liaisons pull words together. 

Beginning in the late 15th century, millions of Africans who 
crossed the Middle Passage were forced to learn to understand 
unfamiliar languages, including English and French. In the 
British colonies that eventually became the United States, the 
rhythm and grammar patterns of English were transformed as 
people began to learn to speak it, and in Louisiana, the same 
occurred with French. However, because of the size of the 
plantations and cultural differences in the way they were run, 
Creole diverged even more significantly than Black English, 
transforming into its own language (Klinger 2003). 

The same disparaging comments that we hear about African 
American Vernacular English—that it is uneducated or “incor-
rect”—French speakers may say about Creole (McWhorter 
2017). Clayton Sampy, who grew up speaking Creole, explains 
that people often think, “It’s really broken down because it’s 
a different kind of grammar.” But like most sets of rules, once 
you get to know them they are easy to follow (see Spitzer 
1986, Klinger 2003). Pronouns are a good example of how 
Creole diverges from French. Following is a chart of Louisiana 

Creole pronouns, with their French, and then English, trans-
lations next to them. 

Mo: Je/I   Nuzòt: Nous/We 

To, Tu, Twa: Tu/You Vou: Vous/You formal,Y’all

Li: Il, Elle, On/He, She Ye: Ils, Elles/They 

Some of the pronouns may have connections to Kikongo in 
Central Africa, which uses mono for “I” and ya-u for “they.” The 
use of gender-neutral pronouns like li and ye follow grammar 
rules in languages like Yoruba, Ewe, and Kikongo. 

Mennen bèk (Bring back to mind) the times when you had to 
listen to a new language and words ran together—you weren’t 
sure where one ended and another began. If you had to repeat 
them, perhaps you wouldn’t know where the breaks were 
located. In Creole, the articles of words (le and la in French 
and “the” in English) are often part of a noun. For instance, 
in Leroy’s song to his mother, Od Pour Odelia, he sings about 
a man who pase dan lari (passes in the road). Lari blends the 
article and noun of la rue together into one word. In some 
parts of Louisiana and the Caribbean, other Creole grammar 
rules have developed from West African languages such as Gbe 
(with its Ewe and Fon branches) and Yoruba. For definitive 
articles, possessives and pluralization of nouns are put at the 
back of the word. In other parts of Louisiana, these grammar 
rules are not as common. Yet, fluent speakers of Creole usually 

An altar for Shango at Voodoo Authentica on 612 Dumaine Street in the French Quarter of New Orleans. 
Photograph by Bruce Sunpie Barnes. 
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understand one another. If a Creole speaker in Haiti were to 
greet Leroy by saying, “Bonjou, zanmi mwen,” he could say back, 
“Bonjou, mon ami” (Hello, my friend.) 

One of the common links between francophone Creoles in 
Louisiana and the Caribbean is that they do not conjugate 
verbs. Instead, they build out sentences with pronouns and 
time markers. For instance, at the beginning of Leroy’s song 
Hey Nonc Beloute, he talks to his uncle in Louisiana Creole: 

Mo rapel lontan pase, to te achte char, ki nwar. 
(I remember a long time ago, you bought a black car.)

In this sentence, rapel (remember) comes from the French 
rappeler and does not need a time marker because it is in the 
present tense. Achte (buy) comes from the French acheter and 
since buying the car happened in the past, Leroy marks it 
with the word te. In Martinican Creole, however, you would 
need a time marker in the present tense, which is ka. Present 
progressive varies slightly around the pan-Caribbean from ape 
and pe in Louisiana to ap in places like Haiti and Martinique. 

We can draw another example from Leroy’s introduction to 
his song, Hey Nom (Hey Man): 

Bonjou, mo pe chante pour mon padna. 
(Hello, I am singing for my partner.) 

In Haitian Creole, the sentence would be structured slightly 
differently, but speakers of both languages would most likely 
understand each other: Bonjou, m’ap chante pou asosye mwen. 

Sunpie’s song “Shango,” dedicated to the Yoruba spirit of 
thunder and lightning (known as Hevieso in Vodou), calls 
out in different forms of Creole to honor the connections 
between them. The command Vini Shango! (Come Shango!) 
is used in all the forms, but in other parts of the song, Sunpie 
demonstrates some of the ways sentence structures diverge 
from each other in Martinique, Haiti, and Louisiana. For 
instance, you will now recognize Nou ka danse! (We dance!) in 
Martinican Creole. Later in the song, he asks Shango and his 
followers how they are doing:

Louisiana: Kòman tu ye? 

Martinique: Sa ou fe? 

Haiti: Kijan ou ye?

A royal deity in the Yoruba capital of Oyo (in modern-day 
Nigeria), throughout the African diaspora, Shango has 
become even more powerful, with many other orishas 
blending into his spirit (Murphy 2015: 107). Under the 
regimes of slavery, the West African orishas or lwa perceived 
to have the most power were called on for help. Here Sunpie 
sings in Louisiana Creole: 

Spiri Afrikan, 
Kouti mo kòm mo pele twa, Shango!

African spirit!
Listen to me when I call you, Shango!

A ladja/danmyé (a Martinican martial art that traces its roots to Central Africa) in Fort-de-France, Martinique on December 1, 2018.  
Photograph by Bruce Sunpie Barnes.
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In “San Malo,” Sunpie uses another Creole word for spirit, 
zonbi. The origins of the word can be traced to nzambi, the 
Kikongo word for “soul,” or “god.” Throughout the diaspora, 
many important African words are still used in both anglo-
phone and francophone Creoles. For instance, Louisiana and 
Caribbean Creoles use another Kikongo word, bamboula, to 
mean a dance to drums. In southern Kikongo, bambula trans-
lates as “a fetish word which magically transfers the force of 
external things into oneself (Wisner 2008: 47). In eastern 
Kikongo, bambola means “ignite”:

Both Kikongo citations suggest the explosive and trans-
formative. There is an associative relationship between 
the magical word, the power of the drum, and the trans-
formative capacity of dance. [Wisner 2008: 47]

Another word for a dance to drums, bele—found in both 
Trinidad and Tobago, as well as other islands such as Marti-
nique—can be traced to Central African languages as well. 
For instance, the Kikongo word bwela vèlélé, means “a dance, 
movements of the hips,” and in the Kimbundu language in 
Angola, belela means “to dance” (68).

Below: Master drummer and dancer Sully Cally  
(back left) participates in a bèlè swaré to bring in the 
Christmas holidays. The songs are kept in time with a 
bèlè tanbou (drum), which Sully is renowned for making 
by hand. Traditionally, families rotated hosting bèlè 
parties at their homes in a similar way to la las in Creole 
communities in southwest Louisiana. While the majority 
of people in Martinique are Catholic, connections to 
African heritage can be found in dancing, drumming, 
and singing (see Maddox 2015 for a study of bèlè revival 
in Martinique).  Photograph by Bruce Sunpie Barnes.
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West and Central Africans in Colonial Louisiana

Who lived on plantations in colonial Louisiana? Thanks to 
the work of many committed historians and archaeologists, 
we are beginning to learn more about where people came 
from, and what their experiences were like (Hall 1992, 
Ingersoll 1996, Dawdy 2008). For instance, the meticulous 
research of Gwendolyn Midlo Hall and Shannon Lee Dawdy 
has helped us understand the lives of enslaved Africans in 
colonial Louisiana, including the story of San Malo. One 
of the important findings from Hall’s research was that 

the majority of enslaved people originally came from the 
Senegambia region of Africa. Forced to raise children under 
incredibly difficult circumstances, they were not without 
power. Hall points out that in 1746, there were 3,000 people 
registered as “black” and only about 1,600 “white” settlers:

Under these circumstances, Africans and Indians 
prevailed in many of the most crucial aspects of life. 
White control was relatively feeble [which enhanced]
the bargaining power and self-confidence of the slaves. 
[Hall 1992: 77]

“Plan of the City of New 
Orleans and the Adjacent 
Plantations Compiled 
in Accordance with an 
Ordinance of the Illustrious 
Ministry and Royal Charter 
24 December, 1798, 
signed Charles Trudeau.” 
The LeBreton Plantation 
is noted on the left of 
Bayou Road near petite 
bayous like Bayou au Lavoir 
that connected to Bayou 
Gentilly and, eventually, 
Lake Borgne and the Gulf 
of Mexico. Map courtesy of 
The Historic New Orleans 
Collection, Gift of Boyd 
Cruise and Harold Schilke.  
 


